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ABSTRACT
In quality diversity (QD) optimization, the QD score is a holistic
metric which sums the objective values of all cells in the archive.
Since the QD score only measures the performance of a QD algorithm at a single point in time, it fails to reflect algorithm efficiency.
Two algorithms may have the same QD score even though one
algorithm achieved that score with fewer evaluations. We propose
a metric called “QD score AUC” which quantifies this efficiency.
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Quality diversity (QD) optimization seeks to find a diverse collection of high-performing solutions to a given problem [1, 3]. More
formally, given an objective function 𝑓 (𝝓) and 𝑘 measure functions
𝑚𝑖 (𝝓), the goal of QD is to find solutions which span the outputs of
the measure functions while maximizing the objective function [2].
Solutions output by a QD algorithm are stored in an archive, a
multi-dimensional grid of cells where the dimensions correspond
to the measure function outputs 𝑚𝑖 (𝝓) and each cell stores one
solution and its associated objective value.
A common metric for QD algorithm performance is the QD
score [3, 4], which sums the objective value of the solution in every
archive cell. If an archive has 𝑀 cells, its QD score is defined as
QD score =

𝑀
∑︁

𝑓 (𝝓𝑖 )

(1)
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Figure 1: A plot of the QD score obtained by two fictional
QD algorithms during a single run. While both algorithms
obtain the same QD score at the end of the run, it is clear
that Algorithm 1 is more efficient at QD optimization, since it
achieves higher QD scores earlier. To quantify this difference,
we can record the area under the QD score curve of each
algorithm — we term this metric the “QD score AUC.” Now,
we see that Algorithm 1 is more efficient than Algorithm 2,
since its QD score AUC is larger.

To quantify the efficiency of a QD algorithm, we propose the
QD score AUC metric, which is the area under the curve (AUC) of
the algorithm’s QD score vs. evaluations plot. Drawing from prior
work [5, 6], we formally define the QD score AUC as a Riemann
sum:

𝑖=1

Note that if a cell’s solution 𝝓𝑖 does not exist, then 𝑓 (𝝓𝑖 ) is defined
as 0. Furthermore, to prevent individual solutions from decreasing
the QD score, the objective value 𝑓 (𝝓𝑖 ) is always assumed to be
non-negative (this is usually achieved via normalization).
QD algorithms are typically iterative, i.e. they generate a batch
of solutions, evaluate the solutions’ objectives and measures, and
repeat. By looking at QD score, we only see a QD algorithm’s
performance at a certain iteration. In other words, QD score only
reflects current performance, with no indication of intermediate
performance.
To illustrate why it may be problematic to look only at the current performance, consider Fig. 1, which plots the QD score of two
algorithms against the number of solutions they have evaluated so
far. Although Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 attain identical final
QD scores, we would prefer Algorithm 1 since its intermediate performance reflects greater efficiency — namely, Algorithm 1 achieves
higher QD scores earlier in the run.

QD score AUC =

𝑁
∑︁

(𝜆 ∗ QD score at iteration 𝑖)

(2)

𝑖=1

where we assume that a QD algorithm runs for 𝑁 iterations and
evaluates a batch of 𝜆 solutions on each iteration. In cases where
the QD algorithm generates solutions asynchronously rather than
in batch, we set 𝜆 = 1.
The QD score AUC is most useful when two algorithms have similar final QD score. In such cases, the algorithm with the higher QD
score AUC will be more efficient. Hence, we envision the QD score
AUC being reported in works where the QD algorithms considered
have similar final performance.
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